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the wave and particle nature of microscopic object. Mathematically the principle requests that the interference visibility V and which-path distinguishability D satisfy an orthodox limit of 
Introduction
The wave-particle duality of microscopic particles, including photons, electrons, atoms, etc., constitutes the conceptual core of quantum physics. The principle dictates that all microscopic particles exhibit mutually exclusive behaviors of two intrinsic attributes of the wave nature and particle nature, namely, they behave either as wave or as particles, depending on how they are measured, but never both [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Over the past several decades, numerous studies using gedanken or practical interferometers like Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) and Young's two-slit interferometer have been carried out to test the wave-particle duality of particles in various genuine arrangements, for instance, Wheeler's delayed-choice scheme [6, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ], Scully's quantum eraser scheme [7] [8] [9] , Afshar's scheme [16] [17] [18] , and others [19] [20] [21] , to name a few. The outcomes of all the previous test experiments can be summarized into three situations characterized by the interference visibility V and which-path distinguishability D. In one situation, one use a specific setup to achieves perfect observation of the wave nature of particles with an interference visibility V = 1 at the price of completely losing the path distinguishability with D = 0. In the second situation, one applies another setup to distinguishes unanimously the path each particle passes at the cost of complete destruction of the interference pattern, i.e., V = 0 and D = 1. In the third situation, using interferometer setups with quantum delayed-choice schemes, one can observe simultaneous partial wave and partial particle nature of photons with V ≠0 and D ≠ 0 [12] [13] [14] [15] , yet still satisfying an orthodox limit of V 2 +D 2  1 [22] . Despite tremendous efforts and an impressive progress, all the existing test experiments have shown no sign of going beyond the principle of wave-particle duality.
A rigorous analysis based on full quantum mechanics in Schrödinger picture reveals that previous interferometers, such as the delayed-choice scheme of MZI as well as Afshar's scheme, actually work in the strong-measurement regime, where the measurement of one entity (either wave or particle nature) will strongly disturb the other so that the observation of the two are exclusive [23, 24] . As illustrated in Figure 1 (a), a photon sent into the MZI goes either into path X or path Y with each 50% probability after the first beam splitter BS1. To know which-path the photon passes and thus the particle property, one needs to remove the second beam splitter BS2 and check the detectors X and Y. To observe the interference pattern and thus the wave property of photon, one should keep BS2 and examine the detectors X and Y. However, no matter how smart the design it is impossible to observe the wave and particle nature of photon simultaneously because the insertion and removal of BS2 are completely exclusive operations.
Yet, as displayed in Figure 1(b) , a modified MZI working in the weak-measurement regime, hereafter called WM-MZI, can largely get around the difficult mutual exclusion problem by 3 using an interference screen to replace BS2 in the standard MZI [25] . This interference screen exhibits a high transmission and weak scattering of photon, and essentially becomes a detector of interference pattern via weak scattering. Similar idea has recently been extended to atom interferometers with weak-measurement path detectors [26] . Quantum mechanical analyses
show that compared to standard MZI the proposed WM-MZI has the potential to make simultaneous observation of interference and which-path information of microscopic particles.
Specifically, it can reach the level of V = 1 and → 1, so that → 2, which obviously far exceeds the regime allowed by the principle of wave-particle duality. In this work, we experimentally construct a WM-MZI setup and perform single-photon experiment with this new interferometer to test the wave-particle duality of photons. and sent to APD3 with a slit (150 m width) for recording the interference pattern.
Before launching the wave-particle duality test experiment, we characterize the setup and properties of the single-photon light source. We first measure the reflection of the prism surface coated with a weakly-scattering diffusive film by comparing the reflected light intensity from a silver mirror for the same source. The color-coded intensity time traces in Figure 3 (a) and 3B show typical blinking phenomena of the photoluminescence (PL) from a single QD. 
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We decipher different charge states of the QDs (31) and only choose the bright state to evaluate the reflectivity. With the consideration of the reflectivity of silver mirror and two other surfaces of the prism, we estimate from the change of the average intensities of the two cases that the reflectivity of the prism coated with a weakly-scattering diffusive milk film is around 83.3%. Figure 3C displays the second-order photon correlation function g(2)(τ) and a pronounced antibunching dip at zero delay confirms single photon statistics of the source (27, 30) . A spectrum of the single-photon source is shown in the inset of Figure 3(c) . Since APD3 will be used to detect the interference from a very weak signal, its dark count rate is characterized and shown as a function of time in Figure 3(d) . An average dark account rate of 32 cps is measured and subtracted in the following measurements.
Theoretical Analysis of the WM-MZI
It is valuable to first make a quantum mechanical analysis of this WM-MZI and clarify its operation principle. The two incident single-photon beams are described by two wave functions 
where A is the combined collection and detection efficiency and is usually much smaller than 100%. In the above theoretical analysis, we have assumed a 100% transmission of photon through the two right-angle sides of the prism.
The next important step is to calculate the path distinguishability D and the interference pattern fringe visibility V. Let us first make a brief analysis on what happens for a photon coming from beam 1 and 2. If the prism is not coated with a diffusive-scattering thin film, the total internal reflection is perfect, i.e. r 1, R 1, s 0, so the photon will follow its own path and transport unanimously to photodetector APD1 and APD2, respectively. In this case the path distinguishability is 100%, while the interference pattern, although existing there at the prism hypotenuse outer surface, cannot be detected and thus the fringe visibility is zero. Yet, with the milk-coated prism as the interference screen, i.e., r 1, R 1, s 0, and according to Eq. 6, it is possible to detect the interference pattern. Although the overall intensity 8SAP0 is low because of small value of S and A, the fringe visibility V theoretically can be as high as 1.
The value of the path distinguishability can be estimated according to a simple model as follows.
For each arm of WM-MZI, i.e., the reflection beam 1 and beam 2, if no scattering induced deviation of photon from its original path, the reflectivity should be ideally 100%. Now since scattering does occur, the extent of deviation of each photon from its original path is measured by the practical reflectivity R, thus the path distinguishability is taken simply as .
Observations of the wave-particle test experiment in WM-MZI
In the following, we discuss the experimental results of the WM-MZI and clearly show that simultaneous observation of path and interference of single photons is achievable. As shown in the inset of Figure 4 (a), the optical path length of Path 2 can be tuned by changing the position of the wedge plate (wedge angle of 0.5º) along the direction of the arrow. By tuning the wedge plate and using a fixed slit in front of APD3, we are able to measure the effect of longitudinal interference, i.e., interference with respect to phase shift , according to Eq. 6, by simultaneously counting single photons at three channels by using three APDs. The color-code traces in Figure 4 (a) indicate the detected photon counts of reflected beam 1 and beam 2 for the bright states of the QD in blue and red, respectively. One observes that the photon counts levels of the two beams do not change much in particular for the wedge plate from 0.2 mm to 0.4 mm.
The small variation is mainly due to the instability and blinking of the QD emission during the measurement time, which is quite normal. For APD3, the detected photon counts level is much lower and each data point is integrated for 50 seconds. Figure 4B displays the detected photon counts rate of APD3 (dark counts subtracted) as a function of the positon of the wedge plate. We remark that the time periods when the QD is in dark states emission have been subtracted and only the bright-state emission rates are shown in Figure 4 [31] . One observes a very nice periodic change of the signal with respect to the phase shift , which is the exciting longitudinal interference effect. The blue trace is a fit to the experimental data points and the visibility of the fringes V is estimated to be 97%.
To directly observe the lateral interference pattern, i.e., the interference with respect to the displacement along the prism hypotenuse outer surface according to Eq. 6, we change the lateral position of the slit and again record the photon counts rate in these three channels simultaneously. In front of APD3, we use an aspherical condenser lens with a focal length of 16 mm to ensure that the whole spot where the two beams interfere can be imaged onto APD3
if the slit is removed. Therefore a lateral scan of the slit position offers the image on the spot. with theoretical prediction as made in Eq. 6 and in Ref. [25] . Now we turn our eyes to another entity of wave-particle duality, i.e., the particle property of photon, which is connected with the path distinguishability D. In experiment, the reflection coefficient R of the milk-coated prism is calibrated by comparing with a silver mirror. As shown in Figure 3 (a), the photon signal is in random status with time elapsing, which means photons randomly emit one by one from a QD, pass through the WM-MZI, and detected by the photodetectors. The overall single-photon reflection intensity from the reference silver mirror and the milk-coated prism has a timeaveraged quantity of 102 kcps and 81 kcps, respectively. Considering in practice the reflectivity of photon from the silver mirror is 95.5%, and the transmission coefficient of photon through The above experimental data using single photons agree well with the theoretical prediction made strictly in the framework of standard quantum mechanics formulation for the WM-MZI with a milk-coated prism surface as an interference screen. The weakly-scattering interference screen plays a key role in achieving a remarkable interference pattern, which in principle can exhibit a perfect fringe visibility as 1 V  and in practice a very high value of 0.97 V  is measured, despite that the absolute amplitude of this pattern is several orders of magnitude smaller than the incident single-photon light amplitude. At the same time, the two beams remain sufficiently high path distinguishability D. Thus this WM-MZI indeed can allow one to observe simultaneously the wave and particle feature of photon with a power much higher than that enabled by the well-established principle of wave-particle duality. We expect a better performance of obtaining V 1, D → 1 is achievable by improving the quality of single photon source, the diffusive milk-coating interference screen, the transmissivity through the right-angle side off prism, the collection and detection efficiencies and so on.
Conclusion
The above experimental observations obviously allow one to draw a basic physical picture about the whole journey a photon takes within the WM-MZI. A photon emitted from the QD source goes into the WM-MZI, passes the BS, goes to and transport along either path 1 or path 2, hits and goes into the prism horizontally, hit the hypotenuse surface and is reflected back downwards vertically, finally goes into the two photodetectors and triggers a signal count. This journey seems to be very ordinary, well known and understood, and nothing unexpected happens. However, when one looks closely at the hypotenuse surface of the prism, which is now coated with an everyday milk film, using some highly sensitive state-of-the-art singlephoton detection and imaging instruments, something miracle happens. Right at the hypotenuse outer surface, very clear interference pattern forms when time goes on and more and more photons goes into the WM-MZI. A strange thing is that the fringe visibility is as perfect as comparable to the well-known case when an ordinary laser beam is used to perform the same experiments. In the language of quantum physics, the wave nature of photon is perfectly 12 observed. The price to achieve this beautiful status is that the photon now does not follow strictly its original path of transport, however the deviation is only a little bit, and can be managed and reduced to a very low level when better instruments are used, so that one can be very sure (not 100% but close) of the path the photon eventually takes, or in the language of quantum physics, one can observe very good particle nature of photon. This is drastically different from the usual delayed-choice scheme of MZI as illustrated in Figure 1(a) , where once perfect interference pattern is observed, the path each photon takes becomes completely ignorant to the observer.
Obviously the designed WM-MZI is much more powerful to observe simultaneous the wave and particle nature of photon than the delay-choice scheme of MZI. It should be emphasized that all these observations are dictated within the reign of standard quantum mechanics and can be predicted by standard calculations. Nonetheless, the physics underlying the unexpected behavior of photon is indeed going beyond the well-known principle of wave-particle duality.
It seems our experiment does add some mysteries into the already mysterious system of concept upon orthodox quantum mechanics taught by the Copenhagen doctrine. We believe these experimental studies in a deeper and broader aspect in future will open up new insights upon the foundation of quantum physics and offer instructive clues as to explore more fundamental physics for microscopic world beyond contemporary quantum mechanics.
